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Abstract

The meandering jet streams of the Northern Hemisphere influence the weather for more than half of Earth’s population, so it

is imperative that we improve our understanding of their behaviour and how they might respond to climate change. Here we

describe a novel laboratory model for a meandering zonal jet. This model comprises a large rotating annulus with a series of

topographic ridges, and an imposed radial vorticity flux. Flow interactions with the topographic ridges operate to concentrate

the zonal transport into a narrow jet, which supports the development and propagation of Rossby waves. We investigate

the dynamics of the jet for a range of rotation rates, imposed radial vorticity fluxes, and topographic ridge configurations.

The circulations are classified into two distinct regimes: predominantly zonal, or predominantly meandering. The flow regime

can be quantified by the ratio of the Ekman dissipation and jet advection timescales, which gives an indication of whether

disturbances arising from the flow-topography interaction are dissipated faster than the time taken to circuit the annulus;

if not, these disturbances will re-encounter the topography, and thus be reinforced and amplified. For predominantly zonal

flows, the radial vorticity flux is mainly performed by transient eddies. For predominantly meandering flows, standing meanders

perform 81+/-14% of the radial vorticity flux, with 15+/-16% accommodated by the transient eddies. Our experiments indicate

that the Arctic amplification associated with climate change will tend to favour predominantly zonal flow conditions, suggesting

a reduced occurrence of atmospheric blocking events caused by the jet streams.
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Key Points:4

• We use a novel laboratory experiment to investigate zonal jet dynamics and dis-5

tinguish between standing meanders and transient eddies.6

• Flows occupy two distinct regimes; predominantly zonal, or predominantly me-7

andering, depending on the timescales of forcing and dissipation.8

• For predominantly meandering flow, the standing meanders perform 81±14% of9

meridional tracer transport, with 15±16% by transient eddies.10
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Abstract11

The meandering jet streams of the Northern Hemisphere influence the weather for12

more than half of Earth’s population, so it is imperative that we improve our understand-13

ing of their behaviour and how they might respond to climate change. Here we describe14

a novel laboratory model for a meandering zonal jet. This model comprises a large ro-15

tating annulus with a series of topographic ridges, and an imposed radial vorticity flux.16

Flow interactions with the topographic ridges operate to concentrate the zonal trans-17

port into a narrow jet, which supports the development and propagation of Rossby waves.18

We investigate the dynamics of the jet for a range of rotation rates, imposed radial vor-19

ticity fluxes, and topographic ridge configurations. The circulations are classified into20

two distinct regimes: predominantly zonal, or predominantly meandering. The flow regime21

can be quantified by the ratio of the Ekman dissipation and jet advection timescales, which22

gives an indication of whether disturbances arising from the flow-topography interaction23

are dissipated faster than the time taken to circuit the annulus; if not, these disturbances24

will re-encounter the topography, and thus be reinforced and amplified. For predomi-25

nantly zonal flows, the radial vorticity flux is mainly performed by transient eddies. For26

predominantly meandering flows, standing meanders perform 81±14% of the radial vor-27

ticity flux, with 15±16% accommodated by the transient eddies. Our experiments in-28

dicate that the Arctic amplification associated with climate change will tend to favour29

predominantly zonal flow conditions, suggesting a reduced occurrence of atmospheric block-30

ing events caused by the jet streams.31

Plain Language Summary32

Jet streams are narrow, meandering bands of intense eastward winds circling Earth33

in the upper atmosphere. They are a prominent dynamical feature of Earth’s climate34

system and have major implications for navigation and weather prediction. Modelling35

the jet streams is important for understanding their dynamics and how they might be36

affected by climate change. Here we describe a new approach for laboratory experiments37

to model meandering jets like the jet streams. The laboratory circulations can be clas-38

sified into two distinct flow states; one which is predominantly eastward, or one which39

has substantial north-south meanders in addition to its eastward flow. The flow state40

of a particular experiment is shown to depend on the relative strength of the forcing and41

the rate at which the jet variability is dissipated.42

1 Introduction43

Zonal jets have a leading-order influence on Earth’s atmosphere and weather (Galperin44

& Read, 2019). Their dynamics are associated with many occurrences of synoptic vari-45

ability, including persistent and extreme weather events. Central to their existence is the46

β-effect, arising from the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis parameter, which leads to47

the zonalisation of motions and promotes an inverse cascade of energy from geostrophic48

turbulence to zonal flows of relatively larger lengthscales (e.g., Rhines, 1975). Projected49

changes to the atmospheric conditions driving zonal jets will likely have consequences50

for jet behaviour, although the exact nature of these consequences remains uncertain (e.g.,51

Francis & Vavrus, 2012; Hassanzedeh et al., 2014; Hoskins & Woollings, 2015). There-52

fore, it is important to improve the understanding of the response of zonal jet dynam-53

ics to changes in the atmospheric state.54

One characteristic dynamic of zonal jets are the planetary Rossby waves that ap-55

pear as meridional meanders of the jet core with latitudinal excursions of relatively cold56

and warm air masses (e.g. Rhines, 1975). The westward propagation of these Rossby waves57

opposes the eastward flowing polar and subtropical jets, meaning the meridional mean-58

ders drift eastwards relatively slower than the host jets, prolonging the presence of the59
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associated anomalous air masses. Under certain atmospheric forcing, the zonal propa-60

gations of the Rossby waves and zonal jets can cancel one another, leading to a state of61

stationary, amplified meridional meanders with persistent anomalous weather conditions62

(e.g., Hoskins et al., 1985). This particular state of the zonal jet is referred to as a “blocked”63

flow regime, which, when compared to the typical “zonal” flow regime, is associated with64

a persistent obstruction to the zonal flow, enhanced meridional flows, anticyclonic cir-65

culation at high latitudes, and cyclonic circulation at low latitudes (e.g., Woollings et66

al., 2018). As such, local synoptic variability tends to be damped during periods of blocked67

flow, leading to prolonged and often extreme weather conditions.68

Numerical climate and atmospheric models are key to developing our understand-69

ing of zonal jet behaviour and how it might be affected by climate change. However, in-70

sights from numerical simulations must be interpreted while cognisant of individual model71

biases, simplifying assumptions inherent to the simulation, and subjective decisions con-72

cerning resolution and parameterisations. The wide range of time and spatial scales spanned73

by zonal jet dynamics means their representation in numerical simulations are partic-74

ularly sensitive to model resolution, with insufficient resolution tending to under esti-75

mate the crucial eddy–mean flow interactions and bias the zonal jet locations equator-76

ward (e.g., Lu et al., 2015). Performing numerical simulations at the high resolutions nec-77

essary to achieve geophysically relevant and informative zonal jet behaviour is compu-78

tationally expensive and can limit the range of parameter space able to be explored. With79

this in mind, it can be useful to complement numerical investigations of zonal jets with80

alternative approaches.81

Laboratory experiments with homogenous rotating fluids are a powerful means of82

examining zonal jet dynamics (Read, 2019). In such experiments, the important β-effect83

is emulated topographically by a gradient in the depth of the working fluid, which is achieved84

by incorporating a sloping tank base and/or the parabolic free surface of fluid in solid85

body rotation. The methodologies to generate the barotropic zonal jet flows in the lab-86

oratory can be broadly classified into two mechanisms; directly- and indirectly-forced jets.87

For the first class, the directly-forced zonal jets can be shear-driven by differentially mov-88

ing boundaries (e.g., Hide & Titman, 1967; Aguiar et al., 2010), or result from the con-89

servation of angular momentum and an imposed radial flow between sources and sinks90

at different radii (e.g., Hide, 1968; Sommeria et al., 1989; Solomon et al., 1993; Weeks91

et al., 1997; Tian et al., 2001). Indirectly-forced jets are the product of nonlinear eddy92

dynamics; active forcing generates and maintains an eddy field characterised by relatively93

small lengthscales, which becomes anisotropic due to the β-effect and cascades energy94

into larger-scale zonal flows, and ultimately, an eddy-driven zonal jet (e.g., Cabanes et95

al., 2017; Lemasquerier et al., 2021). While indirectly-forced eddy-driven jets represent96

the fundamental case where jet dynamics are decoupled from the specifics of the forc-97

ing configuration, they are challenging to generate in the laboratory because substan-98

tial zonalisation of flows requires a strong β-effect.99

Experiments with directly-forced zonal jets provide an effective, controllable and100

repeatable technique to investigate jet dynamics and their response to changing forcing101

conditions. The case of zonal jets driven by shear from a moving boundary, such as a102

differentially-rotating surface in contact with the fluid, are relatively simple to construct103

and observe (e.g., Niino & Masawa, 1984; Früh & Read, 1999; Aguiar et al., 2010). How-104

ever, as the strength of the shear forcing intensifies, the lengthscales of the excited flows105

reduces and the radial extent of the jet becomes tightly confined to the regions of the106

forcing, eventually resembling a series of small-scale vortices rather than a zonal jet (Read107

et al., 2020). Zonal jets driven by an imposed radial flow are also sensitive to the radial108

distribution of the forcing; theoretical predictions and observations of the average zonal109

velocity profile indicate the zonal flow to be confined between the source and sink radii110

(Hide, 1968; Solomon et al., 1993). Indeed, numerical simulations designed to model lab-111

oratory experiments demonstrate that the discontinuities of potential vorticity associ-112
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ated with the forcing configuration tend to lie either side of the jet, and thereby influ-113

ence the jet behaviour (Marcus & Lee, 1998). Thus, while directly-forced zonal jets are114

a convenient method of examine jet behaviour in the laboratory, the radial constraints115

imposed by the forcing configurations mean that some geophysically-relevant elements116

of the zonal jet dynamics can be suppressed, such as the uninhibited development of merid-117

ional meanders, or details of the across-jet fluxes.118

The imposed radial flow methodology for generating directly-forced zonal jets of119

Sommeria et al. (1989) and Solomon et al. (1993) has been used by Weeks et al. (1997)120

and Tian et al. (2001) to investigate the effect of zonally-varying bottom topography on121

the circulation. In these experiments, the bottom topography consisted of broad, small-122

amplitude, symmetric rigid mountains of zonal wavenumber-2, which are the laboratory123

analogue of the North American and Eurasian continents. The forcing is characterised124

by a non-dimensional Rossby number based on the tank rotation rate and imposed ra-125

dial flow (where a low Rossby number implies a lower imposed radial flow and/or higher126

tank rotation rate). Weeks et al. (1997) and Tian et al. (2001) achieved persistent flow127

states reminiscent of the “blocked” and “zonal” flow regimes for low and high Rossby128

numbers, respectively, with intermediate forcing conditions leading to intermittent flow129

regime that spontaneously switched between the blocked and zonal flow states. Both the130

blocked and zonal flow regimes exhibited a strong imprint of the topographic wavenumber-131

2, with their phases zonally-fixed relative to the topography; the blocked flow regime also132

featured the harmonic of zonal wavenumber-4. The dominance of these low wavenum-133

ber structures is indicative of the governing role that the wavenumber-2 topography is134

playing in setting the circulation, and raises the question of whether the flow state it-135

self is sensitive to the specifics of the topography.136

Here we describe laboratory experiments with a barotropic zonal jet performed in137

a rotating annulus with a radially-sloping bottom, imposed radial flow, and a series of138

localised topographic ridges. The imposed radial flow enters the annulus at the outer edge139

wall and drains over the inner edge wall, thereby spanning the entire width of the an-140

nulus; the dynamical implication of this flow is that it serves as an imposed radial vor-141

ticity flux. A set of three localised topographic ridges span a quarter of the annular cir-142

cumference and the inner third of the annular radius; these ridges act to interrupt the143

zonal flow as it nears the inner edge wall, giving rise to radial structure in the average144

zonal velocity that consists of a mid-annulus maximum. One of these inner ridges is able145

to be extended radially to occupy a greater fraction of the annular radius. The interac-146

tion between zonal circulation arising from the imposed radial flow and the topographic147

ridges generates a coherent zonal jet. In this approach, the flow-topography interaction148

sets the radial position and phase of the zonal jet at the location of the topography; the149

jet is subsequently free to evolve downstream as dynamics require. We investigate the150

influences of the tank rotation rate, imposed radial flow, and radial extent of the ridge151

on the flow state and the zonal jet dynamics, with a focus on the role of the jet mean-152

ders in accommodating the imposed radial flow.153

The layout of the paper is as follows. In §2 we introduce theoretical considerations154

important to our analysis. In §3 we describe the laboratory apparatus, methodology and155

analysis. In §4 we present and discuss the results of the experiments. We provide a brief156

commentary on the geophysical implications of our results in §5, and our conclusions in157

§6.158

2 Theoretical Background159

We consider the circulation dynamics of a homogenous fluid in an annulus that has160

outer and inner edge radii ro and ri, respectively (Fig. 1). The outer and inner edge wall161

heights, Ho and Hi respectively, with Ho > Hi; this means that when the annulus is162

completely full, any additional fluid added to the annulus causes an equal volume of fluid163
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!-plane

Top view
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Figure 1. A schematic depicting the geometry of the annulus rotating about the vertical axis

at rate Ω. The imposed volume flux Q enters the annulus via the source ring at the outer edge

wall (radius ro) and overflows the inner edge wall (radius ri). The base of the annulus is radially

sloped at an angle α, and the free surface of the rotating fluid is quadratic in radius, such that

the depth of the fluid decreases towards the inner edge wall. Four topographic ridges are perma-

nently located on the sloping base; three against the inner edge wall and one against the outer

edge wall. The gap between the outer and corresponding inner ridge is systematically varied.
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to be displaced over the inner edge wall. The base of the annulus is sloped at an angle164

α in the radial direction such that when the annulus and fluid are at rest in the inertial165

frame, the depth of the fluid at rest hr increases linearly with radius r from hr(ri) =166

hi as,167

hr(r) = hi + (r − ri) tanα. (1)

The annulus of fluid rotates about its central vertical axis at a steady rate of Ω (rad/s).168

This background rotation, and the subsequent balance between the hydrostatic pressure169

and centrifugal acceleration of the fluid, causes the free surface height of the fluid to ob-170

tain a parabolic shape that is dependent on the radius squared. That is, when the an-171

nulus is completely full of fluid and in solid body rotation at Ω, the depth of the fluid172

is,173

h(r) = hi + (r − ri) tanα+
Ω2

2g

(
r2 − r2i

)
, (2)

where g is gravity. The maximum water depth ho occurs at the outer edge wall,174

h(ro) = ho = hi + (ro − ri) tanα+
Ω2

2g

(
r2o − r2i

)
. (3)

The total volume of the water in the rotating annulus is therefore a function of the175

rotation rate;176

V (Ω) = 2π

(
Ω2

8g

(
r4o − r4i

)
+ (ho − hi)

(
r3o − r3i

)
3 (ro − ri)

− Ω2r2i
4g

(
r2o − r2i

)
− ri (ho − hi)

2 (ro − ri)
(
r2o − r2i

)
+
hi
2

(
r2o − r2i

))
.

(4)

A steady volume flux Q (m3/s) is imposed uniformly around the outer edge wall,177

causing an equal volume flux Q to be displaced from the annulus over the inner edge wall.178

This volume flux Q from the outer edge wall to the inner edge wall requires an average179

radial velocity v(r),180

v(r) =
Q

2πrh(r)
, (5)

across the annulus.181

If we assume that potential vorticity is conserved as the fluid flows across the an-182

nulus, and that the fluid enters the annulus with zero relative vorticity ζ (where ζ(ro) =183

0), we can derive an expression for the relative vorticity as a function of radius. That184

is,185

2Ω + ζ(ro)

h(ro)
=

2Ω

ho
=

2Ω + ζ(r)

h(r)
→ ζ(r) = 2Ω

(
h(r)

ho
− 1

)
. (6)

The product of the above estimates for the imposed radial velocity (Eq. 5) and im-186

posed relative vorticity (Eq. 6) provides an expression for the imposed radial vorticity187

flux vζ as a function of radius,188

vζ(r) =
QΩ

πrh(r)

(
h(r)

ho
− 1

)
. (7)

This imposed radial vorticity flux is accommodated by the circulation dynamics of the189

fluid in the annulus.190

Momentum dissipation by viscosity occurs in the lower Ekman boundary layer, which191

has thickness δEk given by,192

δEk =

√
ν

Ω
, (8)
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where ν (m2/s) is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. From Holton and Hakim (2013),193

the conservation of potential vorticity in a barotropic fluid with a no-slip boundary con-194

dition allows temporal variations of the relative vorticity to be related to the vertical ve-195

locity at Ekman boundary layer, which subsequently provides a characteristic timescale196

τEk for viscous flow dissipation within the Ekman layer,197

τEk =
h(r)√
νΩ

. (9)

That is, τEk is the time taken for relative vorticity to decrease to e−1 of its original value,198

and is often referred to as the barotropic spin-down timescale. Here, Ekman dissipation199

is the dominant mechanism that damps flow at all scales, including eddies and small-scale200

flow variability.201

Hide (1968) provides a theoretical prediction for the zonal velocity in a rotating202

annulus with radially separated sources and sinks:203

u(r) =
Q

2πr

√
Ω

ν
=

Q

2πrδEk
, (10)

which, interestingly, depends on the thickness of the Ekman layer, and not the total fluid204

depth; the laboratory experiments of (Solomon et al., 1993) report good agreement be-205

tween their measurements and this predicted zonal velocity profile. The predicted zonal206

velocity allows us to define a zonal advection timescale τadv as the time taken to circuit207

the annulus,208

τadv(r) =
2πr

u(r)
=

4π2r2δEk

Q
. (11)

The zonal advection timescale can be used with the Ekman dissipation timescale to give209

the ratio,210

τEk

τadv(r)
=

Qh(r)

4π2r2ν
, (12)

which offers an indication of the dynamical longevity of variability in the flow; that is,211

whether eddies are damped faster than the time taken for them to be advected around212

the annulus. Note that this timescale ratio is independent of the rotation rate Ω.213

The total zonal and radial velocities, (u, v) respectively, can each be decomposed214

into three contributing terms; (u, v), which are the time-mean–zonal-mean velocities, (û,215

v̂), which are the time-mean of the deviations from the zonal-mean velocities, and (u′,216

v′), which are the time-dependent deviations from the zonal-mean velocities. That is,217

u(r, θ, t) = u(r) + û(r, θ) + u′(r, θ, t) and v(r, θ, t) = v(r) + v̂(r, θ) + v′(r, θ, t). (13)

These three terms are referred to as the time-mean–zonal-mean flow, the standing me-218

anders, and the transient eddies, respectively. Hereafter, in the interests of lucidity, sub-219

sequent equations will no longer include the dependencies of their terms.220

The time-means of the transient eddies are zero, so the time-means of the total ve-221

locities are simply the time-mean–zonal-mean flows plus the standing meanders,222

〈u〉 = u+ û and 〈v〉 = v + v̂, (14)

where the angled brackets 〈.〉 are used to denote time-means.223

As the time-mean of the transient eddies is zero, in order to compare the relative224

magnitudes of the transient eddies with the other velocity components, it is convenient225

to use the time-mean of Equation (13) squared; that is,226

u2 = (u+ û+ u′)
2

= u2 + 2uû+ 2uu′ + û2 + 2ûu′ + u′
2

(15)
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227 〈
u2
〉

=
〈
u2
〉

+ 〈2uû〉+
〈
û2
〉

+
〈
u′

2
〉
→

〈
u′

2
〉

=
〈
u2
〉
− u2 − 2uû− û2, (16)

which allows us to compare u, û and
√〈

u′2
〉

as the zonal velocity components of the time-228

mean–zonal-mean flow, the standing meanders, and the transient eddies, respectively,229

and similarly for the radial velocity v.230

The relative vorticity ζ can also be decomposed in a similar manner,231

ζ = ζ + ζ̂ + ζ ′. (17)

The time-mean radial vorticity flux 〈vζ〉 can be expressed as the time-mean of the prod-232

uct of Equations (13) and (17),233

〈vζ〉 =
〈

(v + v̂ + v′)
(
ζ + ζ̂ + ζ ′

)〉
= v

(
ζ + ζ̂

)
+ v̂

(
ζ + ζ̂

)
+ 〈v′ζ ′〉 , (18)

where the three terms of the righthand side describe the radial vorticity flux contribu-234

tions by the time-mean–zonal-mean flow, standing meanders, and transient eddies, re-235

spectively. In practice, the cross terms vζ̂ and ζv̂ are negligible and zonally-average to236

zero, so we focus our analysis on the vζ, v̂ζ̂, and 〈v′ζ ′〉 terms as the time-mean–zonal-237

mean flow, standing meander, and transient eddy contributions of the radial vorticity238

flux:239

〈vζ〉 = vζ + v̂ζ̂ + 〈v′ζ ′〉 . (19)

Here, the circulation in a rotating annulus is measured and compared with the the-240

oretical predictions above. The observed flows are decomposed into their time-mean–zonal-241

mean, standing meanders, and transient eddy components, and the radial vorticity fluxes242

of each component is calculated.243

3 Experiments244

3.1 Laboratory Apparatus245

We use the Large Rotating Annulus (LRA) facility in the Geophysical Fluid Dy-246

namics Laboratory at the Australian National University (Fig. 2). The LRA facility con-247

sists of a perspex tank with a 0.4 m high outer edge wall at radius ro = 0.8 m, filled with248

a working fluid and mounted centrally on a table that is able to be rotated at a precise249

rate; here we use three clockwise rotation rates of Ω = (0.5, 1.0, 1.5) ±10−4 rad/s. The250

outer edge wall is completely surrounded by an isolated, water-filled chamber that serves251

both structural and insulation purposes. The LRA has a modular central section that252

allows the specifics of the inner edge wall to be varied as required. In the configuration253

employed here, the inner edge wall is 0.2 m high (measured from the flat base of the LRA)254

and at a radius ri = 0.2 m. A 1.6 m diameter truncated cone machined from a single255

block of perspex is fixed to the flat base of the LRA; this false floor has large and small256

radii of ro and ri, respectively, and a maximum height of 0.05 m (such that the functional257

depth of the working fluid at the inner edge wall is hi = 0.15 m). The LRA has 4 in-258

dependent fluid couplings that provide plumbed lines between the laboratory and rotat-259

ing table. Two Teradek systems mounted on the LRA allow for high bandwidth digital260

signals to be wirelessly broadcast from the LRA to the laboratory. The temperature of261

the LRA, working fluid, and laboratory are all held constant at 20±0.5◦C.262

A ring of 13 mm diameter hose with regular 0.5 mm perforations every 100 mm is263

located at the outer edge wall, and serves as the source of the imposed volume flux Q264

of working fluid. This ring is held in place by a tensioned perspex sleeve and a two strips265

of 50×20 mm porous sponge foam, one above and one below the hose. The sponge layer266

acts to remove any momentum associated with the imposed volume flux as it enters the267

annulus, and to even out the flow to ensure a zonally-uniform distribution. When the268
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Imposed volume flux from 
constant head reservoirFluid 

coupling

Fluid 
coupling Drain

4K camera

Water-
filled outer 
chamber

Sloping 
false floor

Source ring

Ridge

Central overflow

1.6m outer diameter
0.4m inner diameter

0.4m
 height

Figure 2. A schematic depicting elements of the Large Rotating Annulus (LRA) tank facility

at the Australian National University. The tank, camera, and fluid couplings are mounted on a

table able to be rotated at a precise rate. Note that the inner ridges are not shown here.
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annulus is completely full, the imposed volume flux Q is accommodated by an overflow269

of working fluid over the inner edge wall. A thin strip of cotton material is fixed to the270

upper rim of the inner edge wall to ensure zonally-uniform drainage by breaking the sur-271

face tension of the overflow.272

The working fluid is a brine made from tap water and sodium chloride with a den-273

sity of 1025 < ρ < 1028 kg/m3, which was needed in order to be slightly denser than274

the small suspended Pliolite particles used for flow visualisation. This working fluid is275

prepared in advance in a separate, continuously-mixed 2200 L reservoir and allowed to276

thermally equilibrate with the laboratory. The working fluid is pumped from the large277

reservoir up to a constant head bucket, which overflows back to the reservoir. 2 of the278

LRA’s 4 fluid couplings are employed in this configuration; the first is used to impose279

the steady volume flux Q through the ring at the outer edge wall, and the second as a280

central drain of the water overflowing the inner edge wall. The imposed volume flux is281

set by adjusting the opening of a valve between the constant head bucket of working fluid282

and the LRA. The imposed volume flux Q is quantified by measuring the ∼10 minute283

average flow rate of the working fluid as it drains off the LRA. Here we imposed 6 dif-284

ferent volume fluxes spanning Q =11–98 mL/s.285

Cylindrical segments representative of topographic ridges were placed on the slop-286

ing false floor to generate localised structure in the flow. These ridges had a zonal ex-287

tent of 100 mm with a maximum height of 40 mm above the sloping false floor. Three288

of the ridges were permanently located against the inner edge wall; these inner ridges289

were all radially 200 mm wide and positioned in series to span a quarter of the zonal cir-290

cumference. These inner ridges remained in place for all experiments and acted to slow291

the flow around the annulus at small radii. A fourth 200 mm wide ridge was permanently292

located against the outer edge wall and radially aligned with the permanent inner ridge293

that was most clockwise. The configuration of these permanent ridges amounts to 1/3294

of the annular radial width remaining open; auxiliary experiments with larger sections295

remaining open (by shortening the radial extent of the outer ridge) indicated no qual-296

itative difference from this 1/3 configuration. An additional three ridges were separately297

placed in the radial gap between the aligned outer and inner ridges against the inner ridge298

providing three additional ridge configurations. These three additional ridges were 100 mm,299

150 mm and 200 mm wide; the first two amount to radial gaps or openings of 1/6 and300

1/12 of the annular width, respectively, with the third ridge completely closing the gap.301

Recall that the false floor slopes 50 mm across the 600 mm radius of the annulus, mean-302

ing that for a completely closed ridge only the inner 120 mm of the annulus have con-303

tinuous topographic contours around the annulus, and that these contours have a radial304

extent of 480 mm across the ridge (less when including the effect of the parabolic free305

surface). That is to say that the 40 mm high ridges impose a substantial dynamical bar-306

rier to the circulation. In summary, there are 4 ridge configurations; three with ridge gaps307

of 1/3, 1/6 and 1/12 the annular width, and one with no gap.308

The flow is observed with a Sony Alpha 7 ii camera centrally-mounted on the LRA309

approximately 3 m above the free surface of the working fluid. The fixed length camera310

lens is selected so as to provide a view of the full annulus. The 4K resolution live sig-311

nal from the camera is broadcast in real time by one of the Teradek systems to a com-312

puter server for immediate storage and subsequent analysis.313

A pair of LED light strips are attached around the outer edge of the LRA and pro-314

vide a near-uniform illumination throughout the annulus. Passive Pliolite tracer parti-315

cles of diameter 400–600µm and density ∼ 1022kg/m3 are presoaked in an ultrasonic316

bath with a wetting agent and distributed throughout the working fluid to visualise the317

flow. The small density difference between the Pliolite and slightly denser working fluid318

ensures that the particles tend to stay in the upper regions of the working fluid and re-319

main above the Ekman layer at the base of the annulus. The top sides of the truncated320
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cone false floor and topographic ridges are painted black to maximise the contrast be-321

tween them and the white Pliolite particles.322

3.2 Methodology323

The 2200 L reservoir is filled with water and sufficient salt to produce the brine at324

the desired density; this brine is continuously mixed and allowed to thermally equilibrate325

to the laboratory temperature (at least 24 hours). Once the brine has equilibrated, the326

stationary annulus is filled the brine solution via a rapid pump system (approximately327

350 L in 15 minutes). During this time the topographic ridge configuration is set, LED328

light strips are turned on, and a sample of the brine and wetting agent are used to pre-329

soak the Pliolite particles in an ultrasonic bath. When the annulus is full, the rapid pump330

system is removed and the imposed flow rate Q is activated. The LRA is then set to ro-331

tate at the desired rate Ω and allowed to spin up to a statistically equilibrated state.332

A substantial portion of the spin up timescale includes filling of the volumetric ad-333

justment. That is, the total volume of working fluid able to be accommodated in the full334

annulus at rest is less than that once the LRA is spinning. This timescale can be esti-335

mated analytically by calculating the difference between the total volume of the full an-336

nulus for a given rotation rate and the total volume at rest (via Eq. 4), and dividing this337

by the imposed volume flux Q. It can also be measured by quantifying the flow rate of338

the fluid overflowing the inner edge wall, which is monitored throughout the course of339

each experiment. The upper end member of this timescale is the case with the fastest340

rotation rate and smallest imposed volume flux, returning a volumetric adjustment timescale341

of ∼ 4 × 103 seconds. Following this volumetric adjustment timescale, the circulation342

undergoes a dynamical adjustment towards statistical equilibrium, which we observe to343

be approximately 30 minutes. As a conservative approach, we allow each experiment at344

least 2 hours of volumetric and dynamical adjustments before recording flow measure-345

ments.346

Once we are satisfied with the dynamical state of the flow, approximately 30 mL347

of the soaked Pliolite solution is gently seeded into the working fluid via a large bore sy-348

ringe. The circulation dynamics, which are minimally affected by the injection of the Pli-349

olite, act to further distribute the particles throughout the annulus, a process that that350

occurs within approximately 5 minutes.351

When the particles are sufficiently distributed throughout the domain, the circu-352

lation is filmed in 4K resolution at 25 frames per second for at least 10 minutes. This353

footage is wirelessly broadcast in real time to a laboratory computer where it is saved354

to a server for later analysis.355

Once the footage has been captured, the topographic ridges are adjusted to one of356

the three other configurations. This is a manual procedure that occurs without chang-357

ing the rotation rate or imposed volume flux. As such, it does introduce substantial dis-358

turbances to the flow that must be allowed to settle. The settling timescale of the flow359

following the topographic reconfiguration is on the order of 10 minutes; as a conserva-360

tive approach we allow the system at least 30 minutes to adjust to the new topographic361

configuration. Note that the sequence of topographic configurations varies between ex-362

periment sets, and the flow disturbance during the reconfiguration is substantial, so that363

the flow of a given topographic configuration is completely independent of the flow of364

the previous configuration.365

When the flow has readjusted to the new topographic configuration, the Pliolite366

is reseeded throughout the working fluid and redistributed by the circulation, and footage367

of the flow captured again. This process is repeated for the 4 topographic configurations368

without adjusting the rotation rate Ω or imposed volume flux Q. The total time for this369

process is on the order of 5 hours for each pairing of rotation rate and imposed volume370
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flux. The total volume flux for this process is between approximately 200 L and 1800 L371

depending on the imposed volume flux Q. This rate of usage means that for experiments372

with lower values of Q we have sufficient brine remaining in the 2200 L reservoir such that373

we are able to simply change the rotation rate Ω and/or Q and continue running with374

the brine already in the annulus. For the larger values of Q, however, we must empty375

the annulus of the old brine and refill the reservoir with new brine for each experiment.376

Table 1. A table of the parameter space explored by the 72 experiments. The rows are

grouped by the three rotation rates Ω, and the columns by the four ridge gap configurations;

the measured values of imposed volume flux Q are listed in mL/s.

Ω Ridge Gap
(rad/s) 1/3 1/6 1/12 0

0.5 14 11 14 17
0.5 39 39 37 37
0.5 50 49 48 48
0.5 67 66 67 67
0.5 80 82 81 82
0.5 95 95 95 94

1.0 15 13 13 14
1.0 38 38 37 38
1.0 50 49 49 48
1.0 64 66 65 65
1.0 81 82 80 84
1.0 97 97 97 97

1.5 18 19 18 19
1.5 33 32 30 31
1.5 44 47 45 48
1.5 63 60 64 63
1.5 80 83 80 83
1.5 98 96 94 94

3.3 Analysis377

The ∼10 minutes of high resolution footage from each experiment were initially in-378

spected to identify a single 200 second section that is both visually representative of the379

circulation dynamics and of optimal particle coverage. These 200 second sections were380

then parsed into 25 frame per second image sequences for each experiment. The images381

were subsequently cropped square to a 1054×1054 pixel region of interest, and masked382

to remove any signals outside of the annulus. Auxiliary testing with sections of longer383

durations was found to not substantially influence the following analysis.384

Each set of images is analysed with OpenPIV, an open source Particle Image Ve-385

locimetry (PIV) Python package. Interrogation windows of size 16×16 pixels return time-386

series of Eulerian velocities on a 70×70 grid with spatial resolution of 22 mm. These ve-387

locity fields are initially in the Cartesian reference frame of the camera before being trans-388

formed into timeseries of the zonal and radial velocities (u, v) in the reference frame of389

the rotating annulus, and used to calculate the relative vorticity ζ as the curl of the ve-390

locity field. These timeseries of zonal and radial velocities and relative vorticity are then391

decomposed into their respective time-mean–zonal-mean, standing meanders, and tran-392

sient eddy components as per §2.393
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Figure 3. Streak photos developed from 4 seconds of footage. The imposed volume flux and

rotation rate increases from the top row to the bottom; from left to right the columns show the

1/3, 1/6, and 1/12 open, and closed ridge cases.

4 Results and Discussions394

4.1 Qualitative Description395

All experiments exhibit a general cyclonic (clockwise) zonal flow throughout the396

annulus that is clearly influenced by the topographic ridges (Fig. 3). There is obvious397

radial structure to the zonal flow, with a single meandering mid-annulus jet that becomes398

increasingly apparent for larger rotation rates Ω and imposed volume fluxes Q. The ef-399

fect of the topography is evidenced by radial disturbances in the flow as it crosses over400

the ridges, which are consequences of the conservation of potential vorticity. The three401

permanent inner ridges noticeably reduce the zonal flow in the inner third of the annu-402

lus. Localised intermittent eddying recirculations occur in the regions between the per-403

manent ridges. Ubiquitous throughout the annulus are small-scale transient eddies that404

appear to become more intense for larger rotation rates Ω and imposed volume fluxes405

Q. The overflow over the inner edge wall appears to be zonally-uniform, and there is no406

evidence of permanently stagnant regions throughout the domain.407

The mid-annulus zonal jet intensifies with increased rotation rates Ω and imposed408

volume fluxes Q, and decreased ridge gaps. The jet exhibits distinct radial meanders that409

are most intense immediately after crossing the ridge, and gradually decaying downstream.410

The radial position of where the jet crosses the ridge is set by the location of the gap;411

in the closed ridge cases the jet extends the full width of the annulus and reaches the412

outer edge wall immediately after it crosses the ridge. The radial extent of the mean-413

ders increases as the ridge gap decreases; the flows with the 1/3 gap configurations are414
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characteristically zonal with very little in the way of meanders. The radial extent of the415

meanders also appear to decay with the zonal flow downstream of the topography. In416

some experiments with lower imposed volume fluxes Q and large gaps the jet meanders417

are no longer obvious by the time the zonal flow recirculates the annulus back to the to-418

pography; for larger imposed volume fluxes Q and small or no gaps, however, the me-419

anders persist throughout the annulus. Cyclonic and anticyclonic eddying recirculations420

exist on the inner and outer flanks of the jet, respectively, and tending to correspond with421

the locations of the meander peaks and troughs1, respectively.422

In all experiments, the radial extent of the jet is larger than the ridge gap, and the423

width of the jet appears insensitive to the ridge configuration. That said, it is interest-424

ing to note that even though the small ridge gaps are far narrower than the jet, and the425

volume flux through these small gaps represent a small fraction of the total jet flux, the426

very existence of these narrow gaps determine the radial location of the jet. This sug-427

gests that even a narrow gap is of dynamical importance for the jet; not necessarily for428

providing substantial volume flux to the jet, but perhaps by offering an efficient means429

to balance bottom pressure gradients either side of the ridge.430

In summary, these rotation rates, imposed volume fluxes, topographic configura-431

tions (including the sloping false floor), and the geometry of the annulus, provide an ef-432

fective laboratory model for a meandering jet, in which the circulation and jet are par-433

ticularly sensitive to the size of the ridge gap, with this sensitivity seeming to increase434

for larger rotation rates Ω and imposed volume fluxes Q.435

4.2 Particle Image Velocity Measurements436

The PIV diagnosed velocity fields are consistent with the qualitative observations437

(Fig. 4). The mean flow speeds are maximum near mid-annulus and immediately down-438

stream of the ridge. The speeds are largest for the 1/3 open cases and tend to decrease439

as the ridge gap closes. Local maxima of mean speed occur in the trough regions where440

the depth of the jet is shallowest and the radius of the jet is minimum. The spatial scales441

of the mean speed features are zonally-elongated; these tend to occupy approximately442

a third of the annulus radius, with their zonal extent decreasing as the ridge gap nar-443

rows.444

The time-mean–zonal-mean zonal velocity u exhibits distinct radial structure that445

has a clear maximum at mid-annulus (Fig. 5). The maximum u decreases as the ridge446

gap narrows; the sensitivity of u to the gap size appears to increase with rotation rate447

Ω and imposed volume flux Q. There is good agreement between the observed u and that448

predicted by Hide (1968) (Eqn. 10) for the outer regions of the annulus. This agreement449

tends to peak around mid-annulus, and reduce for smaller radii. The disagreement at450

small radii is because the Hide (1968) prediction is formulated without topography, such451

that the predicted zonal velocity tends to continue to increase towards smaller radius (e.g.,452

consider a sink vortex), rather than slowing because of interaction with the inner ridges.453

We extend the presentation of the zonal velocity analysis to include all 72 exper-454

iments by comparing the observed maximum u to that predicted at r = 0.4 m (Fig. 6a),455

which serves as a proxy measure for the forcing strength. There is generally good agree-456

ment between the predicted and observed zonal velocities, especially for ridge configu-457

rations with larger gaps; for the narrow and closed gap configurations the predicted ve-458

locities are larger than that observed, which makes sense considering that the Hide (1968)459

prediction is formulated without topography. The observed maximum velocity is sen-460

1 where the peaks and troughs refer to where the radius of the jet is at a maximum and minimum,

respectively
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Figure 4. Average speed calculated from the PIV measurements for the same cases as shown

in Figure 3. The imposed volume flux and rotation rate increases from the top row to the bot-

tom; from left to right the columns show the 1/3, 1/6, and 1/12 open, and closed ridge cases.

The white contours mark the 1.2 cm/s intervals up to 6.0 cm/s. The locations of the central ridge

lines for each case are indicated in red.
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Figure 5. Time-mean–zonal-mean zonal velocity u. The imposed volume flux Q increased

from the top row to the bottom, and the extent of the ridge gap narrows from the left column to

the right (as indicated by the vertical dashed black lines). Each figure shows the u for all three

different rotation rates, with blue, green and red representing Ω = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, respectively. The

dashed curves of the same colour represents the zonal velocities predicted by Hide (1968) (Eqn.

10). The dotted lines in each case is indicative of a linear reduction of zonal velocity wth radius

from the predicted value at the outer edge of the permanent inner ridges (r = 0.4 m) to zero at

the inner edge of the annulus (r = 0.2 m).

Figure 6. a) The predicted u at r = 0.4 m compared to the observed maximum u for all 72

experiments; the colours represent the three different rotation rates, and the shapes reflect the

ridge gaps. The slope of the dashed black line in all figures is 1:1. b) The predicted zonal trans-

port compared to that observed; the slope of the dotted black line is 1:2. c) The predicted zonal

transport if the zonal velocity linearly decreases to zero from r = 0.4 m to r = 0.2 m (dotted lines

in Fig. 4) compared to that observed.
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Figure 7. The time-mean of the total zonal velocity 〈u〉 decomposed into the time-mean–

zonal-mean zonal velocity u, standing meanders û, and transient eddies

√〈
u′2
〉
. The top row

shows an experiment with low rotation rate, low imposed volume flux, and wide ridge gap, rep-

resentative of a predominantly zonal flow state. The bottom row shows an experiment with high

rotation rate, high imposed volume flux, and narrow ridge gap, representative of a predominantly

meandering flow state. Both cases feature in Figures 3 and 4. Here positive zonal velocity is

cyclonic/clockwise. The locations of the central ridge lines for each case are indicated in black.

sitive to the size of the ridge gap and is largest for the largest gap, and this sensitivity461

appears to be enhanced for larger rotation rates.462

Radially integrating the time-mean–zonal-mean zonal velocities return the time-463

mean zonal transports for each experiment (Fig. 6b). In all experiments, the predicted464

zonal transport is larger than that observed, especially for larger rotation rates Ω, larger465

imposed volume fluxes Q and narrower ridge gaps. This over estimate of the zonal trans-466

port is likely because the Hide (1968) prediction of zonal velocity monotonically increases467

towards the inner edge of the annulus. Therefore, we calculate a scaled zonal transport468

with the velocity profiles that consist of the Hide (1968) prediction for r > 0.4 m, and469

linearly decrease with radius between 0.2 < r < 0.4 m to u = 0 at the inner edge of470

the annulus (e.g., dotted lines in Fig. 5). Scaling the predicted zonal transports in this471

way returns much improved agreement with the observed transports, especially for the472

larger gap configurations (Fig. 6c). It is also important to note here that there is no ev-473

idence of eddy saturation effects observed here; increasing the imposed volume flux Q474

consistently results in an increased zonal transport.475

The fact that the experiments with larger rotation rates appear to be more sen-476

sitive to the size of the gap is understood to be due to the combination of the fundamen-477

tal dynamical lengthscale (Rossby deformation radius) being shorter for larger rotation478

rates, and that the radial gradient of the potential vorticity is larger. Both of these ef-479

fects will operate to radially confine flow dynamics to narrower sections of the annulus;480

evidence of this can be seen in the streak photos and radial profiles of u (Figs. 3, 5). As481

such, the ratio of a given ridge gap relative to characteristic dynamical lengthscales of482

the flow increases for larger rotation rates, thereby making the flow more sensitive to changes483

in the ridge configuration.484
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Figure 8. As for Figure 7, but for the time-mean of the radial velocity 〈v〉, decomposed into

the time-mean–zonal-mean radial velocity v, standing meanders v̂, and transient eddies

√〈
v′2
〉
.

Here positive radial velocity is inwards. The locations of the central ridge lines for each case are

indicated in black.

4.3 Decomposed Velocity Fields485

Our qualitative observations and preliminary analyses of the mean speed and time-486

mean–zonal-mean zonal velocity fields clearly demonstrate that this configuration of the487

LRA facility and our experiment methodology produce a barotropic circulation with a488

single coherent zonal jet that has velocities and transports comparable to those predicted489

by existing theories. We now examine the velocity fields decomposed into their time-mean–490

zonal-mean flow, standing meanders and transient eddies as per Equation (13), noting491

that the transient eddy field is given by the square root of Equation (16). Here it is use-492

ful to focus on the comparison between the decomposed velocity fields of a case with a493

low rotation rate, low imposed volume flux, and wide ridge gap, to those of a case with494

high rotation rate, high imposed volume flux, and narrow ridge gap; these represent flow495

states that we refer to as being predominantly zonal and predominantly meandering, re-496

spectively.497

The time-mean of the total zonal velocity is dominated by the time-mean–zonal-498

mean zonal velocity; in all experiments, regardless of whether the flow state is predom-499

inantly zonal or meandering, the total zonal velocity is well represented by the time-mean–500

zonal-mean zonal velocity (Fig. 7). For the predominantly zonal flow state, the stand-501

ing meanders of the zonal velocity are of smaller magnitude than the time-mean–zonal-502

mean zonal velocity throughout the annulus, while the transient eddies are, in certain503

regions, larger than the time-mean–zonal-mean zonal velocity. There is relatively weak504

zonal or radial structure to the standing meanders. The distribution of the transient ed-505

dies generally follows that of the jet and exhibits a zonally-elongated and radially-confined506

structure.507

For the predominantly meandering flow state, however, the standing meanders of508

the zonal velocity are, in certain regions, the same magnitude as the time-mean–zonal-509

mean zonal velocity. The standing meanders are of greater magnitude than the transient510

eddies throughout the annulus. There is substantially more structure to the standing me-511

ander distribution than that of the transient eddies, which is broad and not represen-512

tative of the relatively narrower jet.513
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Figure 9. The radial standing meander velocity v̂ at mid-annulus for low, mid- and high rota-

tion rates and imposed volume fluxes (left to right). The abscissa is set such that the ridge is at

0. All four ridge configurations are shown for each case. The solid lines in the upper left of each

figure represent the predicted Rossby wavelength in each case. The dashed lines in the lower left

represent the angular distance travelled around the annulus by the jet in one Ekman dissipation

timescale up to 2π.

Decomposing the radial velocity highlights the importance of the standing mean-514

der component (Fig. 8). In all experiments, the time-mean of the total radial velocity515

〈v〉 is well represented by the standing meanders of the radial velocity v̂, with the time-516

mean–zonal-mean radial velocity v being negligible. Note that the maximum imposed517

radial velocity given by Equation (5) is approximately 5×10−5 m/s, which for our method-518

ology is indistinguishable from zero. The standing meanders of the radial velocity ex-519

hibit distinct zonal structure that alternate sign around the annulus. For the predom-520

inantly zonal flow state, the magnitude of the transient eddies of the radial velocity
√〈

v′2
〉

521

is greater than that of the radial standing meanders, and exhibit a similar distribution522

to that of the transient eddies zonal velocity
√〈

u′2
〉
. In contrast, for the predominantly523

meandering flow state; the standing meanders are of greater magnitude than the tran-524

sient eddies.525

To further understand the meandering flow, we examine the zonal structure of the526

radial standing meander velocity v̂ at mid-annulus (Fig. 9). The distinctive wave-like527

nature is obvious in all cases. The amplitude of the waves increases for increasing rota-528

tion rate and imposed volume flux. The wavelength of the meanders appears to be con-529

stant around the annulus, and are reminiscent of Rossby waves generated as the jet crosses530

the ridge. To verify whether this is the case, we calculate the wavelength λR predicted531

by (Rhines, 1975) for a standing Rossby wave in a background zonal flow U and merid-532

ional potential vorticity gradient β,533

λR = 2π

√
U

β
, (20)

where the background zonal flow U is taken as the maximum time-mean–zonal-mean zonal534

velocity, and the meridional potential vorticity gradient is taken as the average gradi-535

ent of potential vorticity across the annulus,536

β =
2Ω (ho − hi)
h (ro − ri)

. (21)
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Figure 10. The predicted zonal wavenumber developed from the predicted Rossby wavelength

λR compared with the observed zonal wavenumber obtained from the Fourier transform of the

radial standing meander velocity v̂ at mid-annulus.

For the experiments depicted in Figure 9, the predicted Rossby wavelength λR is included537

in the upper left panel; these exhibit good agreement with the radial standing meander538

velocity curves.539

The comparison between the predicted Rossby wavelength and radial standing me-540

ander velocity curves can be extended by taking the Fourier transform of v̂ to identify541

the peak zonal wavenumber for every experiment. These observed zonal wavenumber peaks542

are compared with the predicted zonal wavenumber developed from the predicted Rossby543

wavelength λR (Fig. 10). The close agreement between the observed and predicted wavenum-544

bers is strong evidence that the standing meanders are indeed Rossby waves, and im-545

portantly, unlikely to be anything else.546
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Figure 11. As for Figure 7, but for the time-mean of the vorticity 〈ζ〉, decomposed into the

time-mean–zonal-mean vorticity ζ, standing meanders ζ̂, and transient eddies

√〈
ζ′2
〉
. Here pos-

itive vorticity is clockwise. Note that the transient eddy vorticity is scaled by 0.2. The locations

of the central ridge lines for each case are indicated in black.

4.4 Radial Vorticity Fluxes547

The distribution of the time-mean total vorticity 〈ζ〉 is almost identical that of the548

standing meander vorticity ζ̂ (Fig. 11). Both of these fields exhibit structure with two549

zonal lengthscales; the smaller, and more intense, appears to be the lengthscale of the550

ridge, with the longer lengthscale being that of the Rossby waves. The time-mean–zonal-551

mean vorticity field is negligible. The magnitude of the transient eddy vorticity is sub-552

stantially larger than that of the standing meander vorticity. For the predominantly zonal553

flow state the transient eddy vorticity is zonally-elongated and radially-confined, while554

for the predominantly meandering state it is relatively broader and less coherent.555

From the product of the radial velocity and vorticity we calculate the total radial556

vorticity flux, and decompose it into its time-mean–zonal-mean, standing meanders, and557

transient eddy components (Eqn. 19; Fig. 12). The time-mean–zonal-mean radial vor-558

ticity flux is negligible in all experiments, leaving the time-mean of the total radial vor-559

ticity flux to be performed by the standing meanders and transient eddies. In the pre-560

dominantly zonal flow state, the transient eddy radial vorticity flux is the dominant con-561

tributor to the total radial vorticity flux. For the predominantly meandering flow state,562

however, the standing meander contribution is dominant.563

The relative contributions of the radial vorticity fluxes can be compared by tak-564

ing their zonal averages and plotting by radius (Fig. 13). In all experiments, the total565

radial vorticity flux shows reasonable agreement with the estimated imposed radial vor-566

ticity flux for radii larger than the extent of the inner ridges (Eqn. 7), and especially at567

the outer edge of the inner ridges (r = 0.4 m). For low rotation rates, low imposed vol-568

ume fluxes, and wide ridge gaps, the radial distribution of the total radial vorticity flux569

is dominated by the transient eddy contribution. As the experiment configurations tend570

to larger rotation rates, larger imposed volume fluxes, and narrower ridge gaps, the stand-571

ing meander radial vorticity flux becomes the dominant contribution. That said, the tran-572

sient eddy contribution of these predominantly meandering flow states is not negligible.573
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Figure 12. As for Figure 7, but for the time-mean of the radial vorticity flux 〈vζ〉, decom-

posed into the time-mean–zonal-mean radial vorticity flux vζ, standing meander radial vorticity

flux v̂ζ̂, and transient eddy radial vorticity flux 〈v′ζ′〉. Here positive vorticity flux is inwards. The

locations of the central ridge lines for each case are indicated in black.

Figure 13. Radial distributions of the zonally-averaged time-mean total radial vorticity flux

〈vζ〉 (black), time-mean–zonal-mean radial vorticity flux vζ (blue), standing meander radial vor-

ticity flux v̂ζ̂ (red), and transient eddy radial vorticity flux 〈v′ζ′〉 (green). The magenta curves

show estimates of the imposed radial vorticity flux (Eqn. 7); these estimates do not account

for the influence of the ridges, and likely to be invalid for r < 0.4 m. The vertical dashed lines

indicate the radial extent of the ridge gaps. Here positive vorticity flux is inwards.
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Figure 14. Ratios of the zonally-averaged time-mean–zonal-mean radial vorticity flux vζ

(blue), standing meander radial vorticity flux v̂ζ̂ (red), and transient eddy radial vorticity flux

〈v′ζ′〉 (green) to the time-mean total radial vorticity flux 〈vζ〉. The black horizontal dashed

lines represent the 0.5 level. a) The radial vorticity flux ratios are calculated for all experiments

and plotted by their predicted zonal velocity at r = 0.4 m (as per Fig. 6a). b) The ratios are

plotted by their dissipation-to-advection timescale ratio. For reference, the 1:1 timescale ratio is

shown (black vertical dashed line), along with the timescale ratios representative of the Northern

Hemisphere jet stream for speeds of 100, 200 and 300km/h (magenta dashed lines, with speeds

increasing to the right). The average vorticity flux ratios of the standing meander and transient

eddy contributions are included for dissipation-to-advection timescale ratios of less than 0.5 and

greater than 1.5, with the shading indicative of the respective standard deviation.

We can take the analysis further by comparing the full annulus average of the ra-574

tios of the three radial vorticity flux components to the total radial vorticity flux. Note575

that for each experiment these three ratios sum to 1, but each component is not neces-576

sarily positive, such that individual ratios can be greater than 1 and/or less than zero.577

We first plot these ratios with respect to the predicted zonal velocity at r = 0.4 m (Eqn.578

10), which is a proxy for the strength of the forcing conditions provided by the imposed579

volume flux Q and rotation rate Ω (Fig. 14a). As the strength of the forcing increases,580

indicated by an increased u, the vorticity flux ratios of the standing meander and tran-581

sient eddy contributions tend to become distinct, with the standing meander contribu-582

tion becoming dominant.583

Dynamical context can be given to the forcing condition proxy by considering the584

timescales involved. Specifically, the Ekman dissipation timescale τEk (Eqn. 9) describes585

the characteristic timescale in which Ekman processes damp unbalanced flows, such as586

the Rossby wave meanders. This damping of the meanders is evident in the distributions587

of velocities, and in particular, in the decay of standing meander velocity amplitudes down-588

stream of the ridge in Figure 9. Furthermore, the dashed lines in Figure 9 are indica-589

tive of the distance travelled by the jet in one Ekman dissipation timescale; when the590

dashed line extends to 2π, it indicates that jet is able to circuit the annulus faster than591

Ekman processes can dissipate variability. In other words, the jet advection timescale592

τadv (Eqn. 11) is shorter than the Ekman dissipation timescale. The ratio of the the dis-593

sipation and advection timescale provides a useful metric to classify when the flow dis-594

turbances generated by the jet-topography interaction are able to survive a complete cir-595

cuit of the annulus, and be able to be reinforced through further topographic interac-596

tions. Note that there is no evidence that this phenomenon requires the meanders to reach597

the ridge with a particular Rossby waves phase or other resonance criterion.598
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Figure 14b plots the radial vorticity flux ratios by the dissipation-to-advection timescale599

ratio. There is clear distinction between the timescale ratios less than and greater than600

unity; for configurations with timescales less than one, which coincide with the predom-601

inantly zonal flow states, the radial vorticity flux is achieved by both standing meanders602

and transient eddies. Indeed, for experiments with τEk/τadv < 0.5, the average radial603

vorticity flux ratio for the standing meander and transient eddy contributions are 57±42%604

and 38±39%, respectively, and thus statistically similar. For dissipation-to-advection timescale605

ratios greater than 1.5, however, which represents the predominantly meandering flow606

states, 81±14% of the radial vorticity flux is performed by the standing meanders, with607

15±16% by transient eddies, and clear separation between their statistical distributions.608

5 Geophysical Implications609

The laboratory experiments with this configuration of the LRA have produced cir-610

culations with a coherent zonal jet punctuated with Rossby waves and two distinct flow611

regimes; predominantly zonal flow, and predominantly meandering flow. While the flow612

regime of a given experiment may be qualitatively obvious, we find it can be quantified613

by the ratio of the Ekman dissipation and zonal advection timescales. That is, if vari-614

ability arising from flow-topography interaction at the ridge is able to be advected com-615

pletely around the annulus and back to the ridge before it is dissipated, then this vari-616

ability is able to be reinforced and amplified by subsequent topographic interactions, lead-617

ing to predominantly meandering flow conditions. For predominantly zonal flows, the618

transient eddies perform the majority of the radial vorticity flux associated with the im-619

posed radial volume flux Q. For predominantly meandering flows, the standing mean-620

ders accommodate 81±14% of the total radial vorticity flux, with the transient eddies621

contributing the rest.622

We can offer geophysical context to the findings of the laboratory experiments by623

estimating the Ekman dissipation and zonal advection timescale ratios for the North-624

ern Hemisphere jet streams, which influences the weather for more than half of the world’s625

population. For this we consider a 10 km thick atmosphere at 50◦N with an eddy vis-626

cosity of 5 m2/s, which are typical values (e.g., Holton & Hakim, 2013). Figure 14b in-627

cludes 3 dashed magenta vertical lines that indicate the dissipation-to-advection timescale628

ratios for zonal wind speeds of 100, 200 and 300 km/h (left to right). For 100 km/h zonal629

wind speeds, the dissipation timescale is faster than the advection timescale, indicative630

of predominantly zonal flows with transient eddies performing meridional fluxes of tracer,631

i.e., variable, synoptic weather conditions. For zonal wind speeds greater than 200 km/h,632

however, the dissipation-to-advection timescale ratio is larger than one, suggesting the633

system will be in the predominantly meandering flow regime and prone to persistent ex-634

treme weather conditions. For reference, from Equation 20, the zonal wavenumbers of635

standing Rossby waves at 50◦N for zonal wind speeds of 100, 200 and 300 km/h are 3,636

2 and 2, respectively.637

Based on the criteria of (Woollings et al., 2018), many of the circulations in the ex-638

periments described here would be classified as a blocked flow regime, albeit locally blocked.639

Some of our circulations represent what is perhaps the simplest example of blocked flows:640

stationary ridges in large-amplitude Rossby waves. These stationary ridges can occur641

in isolation for a single Rossby wave and tend to bring anticyclonic, high pressure con-642

ditions to higher latitudes, leading to persistent warm weather that can last several days.643

In terms of our experiments, the stationary ridge blocked regime is reminiscent of cases644

where Rossby waves are excited but dissipate locally; this includes several cases of what645

we consider as predominantly zonal flow conditions, noting that our definition describes646

the global state. It is also evident that the local dynamics in regions influenced by the647

stationary Rossby waves exhibit a greater dependence on the standing meander compo-648

nent of the flow, and less on the transient eddies. Considering the low-wavenumbers typ-649

ical of stationary Rossby waves, our findings imply that an isolated stationary ridge block650
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can have a continental-scale influence on weather conditions, whereby the local merid-651

ional transport of tracer is performed by jet meanders rather than synoptic variability.652

Another example of a blocked flow regime is known as quasi-resonant amplifica-653

tion (QRA), which arises from the trapping of planetary waves in latitudinal waveguides,654

thereby providing a mechanism for resonance and a subsequent amplification (e.g., Petoukhov655

et al., 2013; Screen & Simmonds, 2014; Mann et al., 2018). The specifics of the QRA state,656

such as its dominant wavenumber, depend on the details of the latitudinal waveguide,657

and the wave forcing and damping; for the Northern Hemisphere, the topography and658

atmospheric conditions favour the QRA of wavenumbers in the synoptic range (6–8). The659

QRA events are circumpolar, leading to extreme persistent weather conditions occur-660

ring concurrently in multiple locations. In terms of our experiments, where the labora-661

tory analog of the latitudinal waveguide is due to the radially-dependent fluid depth and662

zonal flow speed, the predominantly meandering flow state is equivalent to the QRA blocked663

regime. In this state, the jet meanders perform the bulk of the global meridional tracer664

transport.665

A prominent aspect of climate change is Arctic amplification, which refers to the666

fact that higher northern latitudes are tending to warm faster than lower latitudes, thereby667

reducing the meridional gradient of air temperature. (Note, that an equivalent Antarc-668

tic amplification is predicted to occur in the Southern Hemisphere as well, but to a lesser669

extent.) Given that the zonal wind speed depends on this meridional gradient of air tem-670

perature, Arctic amplification will likely to reduce these wind speeds. It has been sug-671

gested that slower zonal winds will occur in conjunction with enhanced meridional me-672

andering and an increased occurrence of atmospheric blocks (e.g., Francis & Vavrus, 2012).673

This hypothesis disagrees with projections from climate, atmospheric and idealised mod-674

els, which indicate Arctic amplification leads to a decline in blocking events and a de-675

crease in Rossby wave amplitudes (e.g., Barnes et al., 2011; Dunn-Sigouin & Son, 2013;676

Hassanzedeh et al., 2014; Kennedy et al., 2016). Our analysis here indeed suggests that677

weaker forcing conditions (lower rotation rate Ω and imposed volume flux Q) lead to a678

predominantly zonal flow regime in which transient eddies perform the bulk of the merid-679

ional tracer transport.680

6 Conclusions681

We investigated the dynamics of meandering zonal jets in the laboratory using ex-682

periments in the Large Rotating Annulus. The configuration of the small-scale topog-683

raphy determines the radial position and phase of the zonal jet at the location of the ridge,684

following which the jet is free to evolve downstream around the annulus. This method-685

ology permits the internal dynamics of the system determine the zonal structure of the686

flow, rather than the geometry of the topography, the thereby exciting a much wider range687

of zonal wavenumbers as compared with previous laboratory experiments (e.g., Weeks688

et al., 1997; Tian et al., 2001). The interaction between the flow and topography gen-689

erates Rossby waves, which can become stationary when their propagation speed matches690

that of the zonal jet, reminiscent of an atmospheric blocked flow state.691

We find the circulations can be classified into two distinct regimes; predominantly692

zonal, and predominantly meandering flow. In the predominantly zonal flow regime, dis-693

turbances generated by the flow-topography interaction are dissipated faster than the694

time taken to be advected around the annulus. Stationary Rossby waves can be present695

immediately downstream of the topography, leading to a locally blocked flow state, but696

their amplitude decays before circuiting the annulus. Transient eddies perform the bulk697

of the radial transport of tracer, except in the vicinity of stationary Rossby waves. Pre-698

dominantly meandering flows, however, occur when disturbances arising from the flow-699

topography interaction are able to be reinforced and amplified upon subsequent encoun-700

ters with the topography. In this state, which resembles the atmospheric quasi-resonant701
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amplification blocked regime, the standing meanders of the jet are responsible for 81±14%702

of the radial transport of tracer, with transient eddies performing the rest. Our findings703

suggest that the decreasing zonal wind speed associated with Arctic amplification will704

lead to predominantly zonal flow conditions, thereby localising and/or reducing the oc-705

currences of atmospheric blocking events caused by the jet streams.706
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